October 1, 2018

Mayor Merven Gruben
Hamlet of Tuktoyaktuk
P.O. Box 120
Tuktoyaktuk, NT X0E 1C0

Dear Mayor Gruben:

Re: N5L3-0714 - Hamlet of Tuktoyaktuk, Municipal Water Licence – 2017 Annual Report

The Inuvialuit Water Board (IWB) acknowledges receipt of the Hamlet of Tuktoyaktuk 2017 Annual Report submitted on September 17, 2018. The IWB has completed a review of the submission and as a result, information gaps have been identified. As per water licence N5L3-0714 Terms and Conditions, please provide the following additional information:

1. Part B, Item 1 c): As per annual report template item 3) A summary of the monthly and annual quantities of hazardous waste stored on site;

2. Part B, Item 1 d): As per annual report template item 4) The monthly and annual quantities of sewage sludge removed from the sewage disposal facilities and disposal location;

3. Part B, Item 1 f): As per annual report template item 6) Tabular summaries of all data generated under the “Surveillance Network Program (SNP):

   - SNP sampling station 0714-2: As per water licence N5L3-0714, Annex A, Part B, Item 1) Requires sampling of effluent discharge from sewage disposal facilities prior to, and once during each decant at the point of outflow.

   Please clarify whether the submitted SNP laboratory results (sampling dates 14 September 2017 and 26 October 2017) Location: Sewage Lagoon SNP-0714-2 were obtained from samples collected prior to, or during decant at the point of outflow.

   - SNP sampling station 0714-3: As per water licence N5L3-0714, Annex A, Part B, Item 2) Requires sampling of discharge from solid waste disposal facilities prior to, and once during each discharge.

   Please clarify whether the submitted SNP laboratory results (sampling date 14 September 2017) Location: Solid Waste Site - were obtained from samples
collected prior to, or during discharge of water from solid waste disposal facilities.

4. Part B, Item 1 n): As per annual report template item 14) The inclusion of all correspondence between the inspector and the Licensee.

The above information is a requirement of the annual report submissions and a condition of the water licence. Please submit this information as soon as possible to maintain compliance of your current water licence. Should you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at 867-678-8610 or adhikarib@inuvwb.ca or Mardy Semmler, Executive Director, at 867-678-8609 or semmlerm@inuvwb.ca.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Bijaya Adhikari, PhD
Science and Regulatory Coordinator

Copied to: Duncan Walker, SAO – Hamlet of Tuktoyaktuk
Lloyd Gruben, Water Resources Officer – ENR, Inuvik